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Abstract

For producing realistic images, reflection is an important visual effect. Reflections of the

environment are important not only for highly reflective objects, such as mirrors, but also

for more common objects such as brushed metals and glossy plastics. Generating these

reflections accurately at real-time rates for interactive applications, however, is a difficult

problem. Previous works in this area have made assumptions that sacrifice accuracy in

order to preserve interactivity.

I will present an algorithm that tries to handle reflection accurately in the general case

for real-time rendering. The algorithm uses a database of prerendered environment maps

to render both the original object itself and an additional bidirectional reflection distribu-

tion function (BRDF). The algorithm performs image-based rendering in reflection space

in order to achieve accurate results. It also uses graphics processing unit (GPU) features

to accelerate rendering.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Calculating the colour of an object at each point on its surface is an important part of

achieving photo-realistic images. In the rendering process, shading is responsible for

performing this calculation. Shading determines the light leaving the surface of an object

as a function of the light striking it. There are many variables which affect how this

calculation is performed but the most important factor in photo-realistic rendering is the

object’s bidirectional reflectance distribution function or BRDF. Essentially, this function

determines the object’s material properties—whether the object looks like a fabric, a

matte wall, or a metal is all encapsulated in this function. Calculating this function

accurately and integrating it against the incoming light at each point is vital in achieving

photo-realistic images.

Reflection is one visual effect factored into an object’s BRDF. Varying degrees of this

effect can be seen all around us: from sharp reflections in mirrors to blurry reflections

in glossy plastics to more subtle and diffused reflections in brushed metals, reflections

play an important role in how we perceive everyday objects. Incorporating accurate
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

reflections is therefore necessary to produce physically accurate images.

Traditionally, offline rendering techniques, such as ray tracing, have excelled at pro-

ducing photo-realistic images which incorporate reflections and other complex shading

[7, 40, 52, 104, 118]. However, recent works in real-time rendering [6, 50, 78, 82, 91,

93, 94] have closed the gap and brought photo-realistic rendering into the realm of inter-

active applications. These applications usually employ specialized [4, 31, 86, 88, 111]

or consumer grade [2, 34, 68, 87, 113] graphics processor units (GPUs) to accelerate

their rendering processes. The advent of the GPU also ushered in a whole new class of

graphics algorithms which use the hardware in unique and unusual ways [95, 117]. How-

ever, common to these approaches are that they all solve or approximate the rendering

equation [55] in some way.

Compared to their slower, offline rendering cousins, real-time hardware-accelerated

algorithms have improved the workflow in many industries. For example, architectural,

automotive, and industrial designers are able to interactively manipulate and display their

designs for clients without the long turnover times associated with generating animations.

Furthermore, directors and cinematographers are able to previsualize their camera shots

quickly. An example of this is given byA.I. Artificial Intelligence, where the blue-screen

shots in the Rouge City scenes were visualized in real-time for the director, so he could

see how the actors interacted with the environment. Finally, game designers can increase

the realism of their worlds without sacrificing interactivity. In many application areas, it

is often desirable to have real-time feedback for users. Using a hardware accelerator can

result in a speedup of 10 to 1000 times depending on how well the algorithm matches

the capabilities of the accelerator.
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When migrating software algorithms to hardware-accelerated implementations, usu-

ally compromises have to be made; this typically comes in the form of sacrificing accu-

racy for interactivity. The two main sources of error are errors inherent in the hardware

rendering pipeline and errors due to the rendering algorithm. An example of the former

is accuracy error due to hardware numerical precision. Besides improving the hardware,

there is not much that can be done in this case. However, improvements to the rendering

algorithm itself can be made.

In terms of shading, software based ray tracing approaches [40, 124] can generate

very accurate inter-object reflections such as in Figure1.1(a)without difficulty. Here,

the software shoots a ray through the image plane of the camera. If the ray intersects

a specular object, another ray is generated in the reflection direction and this process

continues recursively until the ray hits a diffuse object. Finally, the results of all the hits

are accumulated to determine the first object’s final colour. Although hardware imple-

mentations of ray tracing algorithms are available [45], they are not geared for real-time

display. Recently, ray tracing of static scenes has been demonstrated on a GPU simulator

[95] which is based on proposals from upcoming API specifications [1, 76]. This work

uses the CPU for preprocessing and still has major memory consumption and perfor-

mance issues to resolve.

For interactive display, hardware designers have implemented reflection mapping

(also known as environment mapping) [13] into their GPUs. This technique, developed

by Blinn and Newell, captures the light flow around a chosen centre of projection onto

a spherical reflection map. This map is then indexed by the reflection vector off the ob-

ject’s surface to produce specular reflection. Reflection mapping, however, breaks down
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(a) Ray trace (b) Environment map

(c) Offset surface light field

Figure 1.1: Specular component of a highly reflective surface rendered using three meth-
ods.

for non-convex objects and for environments with near-field objects. Figure1.1(b)shows

the deficiencies of this approach—the reflections are inaccurate, blurry, and there is no

object self-reflection. Nevertheless, for some applications the advantage of interactive

display outweighs the accuracy of the result and so environment map based approaches

are commonly used today.

The deficiencies of environment mapping and related approaches motivated me to

investigate ways of obtaining more accurate results while preserving the real-time dis-
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Figure 1.2: Ashikhmin and Shirley’s BRDF model rendered using offset surface light
fields.

play component. Any solution to this problem should visibly improve the accuracy in

highly reflective surfaces—where the problem is most prominently evident—and also be

extendible to the case of more general glossy BRDFs, such as in Figure1.2. Finally, the

algorithm should be amenable to a high-performance hardware implementation.

1.1 Major Thesis Contributions

I will present an algorithm which tries to handle reflection accurately in the general case

for real-time rendering. The algorithm blends together concepts from reflection mapping

and image-based rendering to achieve its accuracy. It is capable of accurately reproduc-

ing the original object—composed of curved surfaces—from its database of light fields.

Furthermore, it can generate reflections which are qualitatively and quantitatively more

accurate than environment map based approaches. In particular, the new technique per-

mits reflections which are dependent on the position in space of the surface point being

shaded. The solution can be generalized to handle arbitrary BRDFs for local illumina-
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tion. Finally, the algorithm is evaluable at runtime, amenable to a hardware-accelerated

implementation, and is texture cache friendly.

As this thesis improves real-time reflections, previous work using the environment

map approach can take advantage of it to improve accuracy. Furthermore, this thesis

opens up many possible extensions to the class of rendering algorithms possible within

the offset surface light field paradigm—some of which are listed in Section8.1.

1.2 Thesis Organization

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter2 reviews relevant work

upon which my research draws, including reflection maps and light fields. Chapter3

introduces offset surface light fields and demonstrates how to reconstruct the original

object accurately. Chapter4 describes how specular reflections are generated and Chap-

ter5 generalizes this for evaluating local illumination. The results are discussed in detail

in Chapter6 and Chapter7 then describes how the algorithm can be targeted to hardware.

Finally, Chapter8 summarizes the results and proposes future research topics to pursue.



Chapter 2

Background

My thesis draws from two areas of research: reflection mapping and image-based render-

ing. I will start by reviewing the theoretical framework in both areas before progressing

onto a survey of related work. This chapter concludes by putting this thesis in perspective

relative to prior work.

2.1 Reflection Mapping

Reflection mapping based approaches are best understood and formalized within the con-

text of the rendering equation.

2.1.1 The Rendering Equation

The rendering equation, first described by Kajiya [55] in graphics literature, borrows

from radiative heat transfer and neutron transport literature and has been adapted for use

in computer graphics. The rendering equation describes how light is scattered off an

7



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 8

object’s surface and can be used to characterize many known rendering algorithms. Al-

though it is an approximation, neglecting for example wave effects, it has proven useful

to formalize the rendering process in computer graphics. Omitting occlusions and using

notation from Kautz et al. [60], the rendering equation is:

L(x;~v) = Le(x;~v) +
∫
Ω

fr(~ω(~v, ~n,~t), ~ω(~l, ~n,~t))Li(x;~l)〈~n,~l〉d~l, (2.1)

whereL is the reflected exitant radiance in the viewing direction~v from pointx (with

coordinate frame{~n,~t, ~n × ~t}), Le is the outgoing emitted radiance from pointx in di-

rection~v, fr is the surface’s BRDF,~ω(~v, ~n,~t) is the viewing direction and~ω(~l, ~n,~t) is

the light direction with respect to the given coordinate frame, andLi is the incoming

radiance atx from direction~l (Figure2.1). The integration is performed for all direc-

Ω

~n

x

L(x;~v)

~l

~n× ~t

~t

~v

Figure 2.1: Geometry of local illumination.

tions~l over the hemisphereΩ abovex. Equation2.1 further assumes that the BRDF is

shift-invariant (i.e. it does not depend on surface position) otherwise we will have to

incorporate the dependence onx into fr. The discussion that follows will also assume

there is no emission term (i.e.Le = 0) and omit wavelength dependence (this equation
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is typically evaluated only for the required wavelengths—usually red, green, and blue).

Derivation details can be found in Kajiya [55] or Foley et al. [36]. The rendering equa-

tion basically says that the outgoing radiance is equal to the emitted radiance added to the

sum of all incoming radiance (over the hemisphere) modulated with the BRDF projected

onto the surface with differential solid angled~l.

The BRDF,fr, plays an important role in an object’s appearance. It describes how

light is reflected when it comes in contact with various materials and is a function of

the incoming light direction and the outgoing reflected light direction. When these two

vectors are expressed in spherical coordinates, with respect to the local coordinate frame

of the point, the BRDF becomes a four-dimensional function:

fr(~ω(~v, ~n,~t), ~ω(~l, ~n,~t)) ≡ fr(θ~v, φ~v, θ~l, φ~l). (2.2)

To be physically accurate,fr must satisfy the first law of thermodynamics (conserva-

tion of energy) and Helmholtz’s reciprocity principle [122] for mirrors or Rayleigh’s

reciprocity principle [99] for arbitrary surfaces. BRDFs are divided into two classes:

isotropic and anisotropic. The former class has reflectance properties which are invariant

with respect to surface rotation around the normal vector (e.g. smooth plastics) whereas

the latter class has reflectance properties which change with respect to surface rotation

around~n (e.g. brushed metal and satin). Although tabulated BRDFs have been used,

the high dimensionality of the function has caused many researchers to search for more

compact representations. One such approach is to represent the BRDF as an computable

arithmetic function and many such analytic BRDFs were developed to model specu-

lar reflection [8, 10, 12, 16, 27, 46, 54, 90, 102, 115, 116, 123]. However, unless the
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function was simple, the BRDF could not be evaluated efficiently for real-time display.

For interactive purposes, three main approaches have been developed: basis summation

approaches represent the BRDF as a sum of simpler basis functions [17, 61, 123]; en-

vironment mapping approaches preintegrate the BRDF with the lighting environment

[18, 58, 60]; and factorization approaches represent the BRDF as lower-dimensional

functions which are added or multiplied together [37, 50, 57, 79].

The rendering equation and BRDFs model purely local illumination; real world ef-

fects such as volumetric scattering and fluorescence are not modelled. In spite of this, the

rendering equation still serves as a good starting point. Even so, evaluating Equation2.1

accurately would be too computationally intensive and thus many approximation meth-

ods have been investigated. Ray tracing [40, 124], as described in Chapter1, is ill-suited

for reproducing the complex effects encapsulated in the equation. Distribution ray trac-

ing [26] extends ray tracing by casting multiple rays at each reflection point. By further

perturbing the rays to have a distribution function which represents the surface’s reflec-

tion properties, this method better approximates the integral. However, as many rays

are needed to produce good results, this method is still too computationally intensive.

Path tracing [55] traces random paths of rays from the camera into the scene to sam-

ple outgoing radiance. By accumulating multiple samples with the principles of Monte

Carlo integration [105, 119], the renderer can obtain an estimate for the integral. Monte

Carlo integration will be discussed further in Section5.1. Light tracing [32], on the

other hand, traces rays from the lights to the camera. This approach, however, suffers

from uneven sampling of the image plane which decreases its accuracy. Bidirectional

path tracing [62, 120] casts rays from both the camera and the lights and later connects
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the rays together. Although this method is less expensive and has lower error compared

to distribution ray tracing, it produces very noisy images, and cannot in fact sample all

forms of light transport. This method was later improved by Jensen and Christensen’s

photon mapping [52, 53]. Metropolis light transport [121] further improves error and

noise by taking a path from a light to the camera and perturbing it to see if it still reaches

the camera. The advantages it achieves, however, are offset by its complex implementa-

tion. All these methods are offline software based algorithms and to date there is no way

to evaluate Equation2.1accurately for general scenes for real-time display. Path tracing,

for instance, requires hundreds of samples per pixel and can take hours to render even a

simple scene.

2.1.2 Environment Mapping

For simple BRDFs and single objects or simple environments, environment mapping

based approaches can approximate Equation2.1 at interactive display rates. This tech-

nique was first introduced by Blinn and Newell [13] to approximate mirror reflections.

θ

~n

θ
~rv ~v

Figure 2.2: Geometry of reflection.

For a purely reflective surface, such as an ideal mirror, the outgoing light to the

camera in direction~v is equal in intensity to the incoming light from direction~rv. Here,~rv
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is calculated by reflecting~v in the surface normal,~n (Figure2.2). In functional notation,

L(x;~v) = Li(x;~rv) (2.3)

where

~rv = 2~n〈~n,~v〉 − ~v. (2.4)

From Equation2.3 we can observe that calculating the reflected radiance would be

greatly sped up if we could index into a mapping with the reflection vector to obtain

the reflected radiance. This map can be created by choosing a centre of projection at

x (usually the geometric centre of the reflective object) and projecting the environment

onto it. Such a map is commonly referred to as a spherical environment map. To be

physically accurate, this map should use high-dynamic range radiance values. This map

is then indexed by spherical projection relative to the view vector (Figure2.3). Another

���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������

���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������
���������������

Sphere Sphere projected onto a flat surface

x

Li(x;~rv)~rv = (θ, φ)

Figure 2.3: Geometry of environment maps.

possible parameterization of this map is given by latitude-longitude maps [118]. How-

ever, both these parameterizations are view-dependent: they are valid only for the view
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for which they were originally generated. Two view-independent environment map pa-

rameterizations are dual parabolic maps [49] and cube maps [43]. Cube maps, which

capture the environment using six faces of an enclosing cube, have since been standard-

ized into hardware [92] which allow for efficient look ups.

Environment mapping assumes the enclosing environment is infinitely far from the

rendering surface. Therefore, it is only valid for environments with distant objects and

lights. Furthermore, planar and concave surfaces present problems because the map is

only indexed by~rv. Planar surfaces can be dealt with using multi-pass techniques [36].

Concave surface problems can be partially alleviated by using the surface position and the

centre of projection to determine a corrected reflection direction. However, problems are

still visible when compared to accurate ray traced reflections. Comparing Figures1.1(a)

and1.1(b), distortion is apparent in the roof beams and the table texture; furthermore,

the teacups in the environment mapped version appear more distant. Moreover, this ap-

proach does not capture the teapot spout, handle, and lid self-reflecting onto the body.

Regardless of their shortcomings, environment maps are used widely for non-critical

applications, such as games, because of their readily available hardware-accelerated im-

plementations.

Since environment maps capture the lighting around a point, researchers noticed that

in some circumstances they could perform the integration in Equation2.1 beforehand,

generating a prefiltered environment map for that point, and then use the GPU to acceler-

ate rendering. For instance, using a purely diffuse BRDF (also known as the Lambertian

BRDF),

fr(~v,~l) := kd, (2.5)
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wherekd describes the surface’s absorption, Miller and Hoffman [85] perform the fol-

lowing preintegration:

Ldiffuse(x;~v, ~n,~t) =
∫
Ω

kdLi(x;~l)〈~n,~l〉d~l

Ldiffuse(x;~n) = kd

∫
Ω

Li(x;~l)〈~n,~l〉d~l. (2.6)

This results in an environment map indexed by the two-dimensional vector~n. Miller and

Hoffman [85] and Heidrich [50] also use the Phong BRDF [16],

fr(~v,~l) := ks
〈~rv,~l〉N

〈~n,~l〉
, (2.7)

whereks andN control the shape and size of the Phong lobe, to prefilter the environment

map:

LPhong(x;~v, ~n,~t) =
∫
Ω

ks
〈~rv,~l〉N

〈~n,~l〉
Li(x;~l)〈~n,~l〉d~l

LPhong(x;~rv) = ks

∫
Ω
〈~rv,~l〉NLi(x;~l)d~l. (2.8)

This produces an environment map indexed by~rv. For isotropic BRDFs, Kautz and

McCool [58] and Cabral et al. [18] have generated two and four-dimensional prefiltered

environment maps respectively for real-time rendering. Kautz et al. [60] further used the

anisotropic Banks BRDF model [10], without self-shadowing, to generate a prefiltered

three-dimensional environment map.

Using spherical harmonics [17, 71, 89, 97, 106], Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [96]

managed to further reduce the storage requirements for prefiltered environment maps,
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when the filter kernel is broad, by representing them using the nine lowest-order spherical

harmonic coefficients. Spherical harmonics are the analogue on the sphere to the Fourier

basis on the line or circle and can represent functions over the sphere compactly—thus,

they are ideally suited for representing the integral in Equation2.1. The drawback of

Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan’s original approach is that only the diffuse reflection com-

ponent is encoded. However, they later extended this work into frequency space envi-

ronment map rendering [98] which allowed real-time rendering of objects with isotropic

BRDFs under distant illumination. In this work, they calculate the first nine spherical

harmonic coefficients for each texel in the environment map and use them to represent

the preintegrated BRDF at each of those texel points. As integration in spatial domain

is equivalent to convolution in frequency domain, Equation2.1 can be evaluated very

efficiently in frequency space for interactive rendering. However, the main limitation in

their work was that the first nine spherical harmonic coefficients can only represent a low

frequency lighting environment or a broad glossy BRDF.

In a related work, Sloan et al. [109] used the spherical harmonic basis functions to

encode object self-shadowing and self-reflection for diffuse and glossy objects. Light-

ing is sampled sparsely near the object and projected onto the spherical harmonic basis.

Then a radiance transfer function is precomputed for a dense sampling over the object

and stored into vectors or matrices, which are used for real-time shading. Their approach,

however, is limited to isotropic BRDFs. In addition, the transfer functions are defined

only for diffuse self-shadowing and diffuse inter-reflection, and so only low-frequency

lighting environments can be handled. Furthermore, once the transfer function is pre-

computed, no change to the object’s BRDF can be made. Kautz et al. [59] later extended
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this work for rendering arbitrary, but fixed, BRDFs; however, due to current GPU lim-

itations, their implementation requires a fixed view or fixed lighting in order to achieve

interactive performance.

Recently, McAllister et al. [77] performed interactive rendering of spatially varying

BRDFs. They used the Lafortune BRDF [61] as basis lobes to approximate arbitrary

BRDFs. This approach is ideally suited for surfaces with multiple BRDFs, which tradi-

tional methods require multiple rendering passes, because they usually can be approxi-

mated with fewer lobes than BRDFs. The parameters of each Lafortune BRDF lobe were

stored in a series of texture maps and used to evaluate the BRDF at runtime. Their shader

renders at real-time frame rates for a fixed number of hardware lights. For a full eval-

uation of the rendering equation, however, they still made the approximation of using a

common point of projection and stored the preconvolved BRDF in an environment map.

The downside of these reflection map methods is that they are technically only ac-

curate for one point: the pre-chosen centre of projection. Therefore, the environment

captured is only valid for distant objects and illumination. Moreover, concave and planar

objects will exhibit incorrect illumination. However, for low frequency lighting environ-

ments and for the prefiltered environment map case, the results are often blurred which

hides the distortion and errors present. Object self-reflection and self-shadowing (due to

local illumination evaluation) are also not captured in these approaches.

2.2 Image-Based Rendering

Image-based rendering is a relatively new rendering paradigm introduced into the com-

puter graphics community in the 1990s [22, 23, 81]. Compared to traditional geometry-
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based rendering systems, the central idea behind this rendering approach is that images

are the underlying data types and we can shuffle existing pixels around to make new

images, rather than creating them from scratch. Early image-based rendering systems

like Apple Computer’sQuickTime VRsystem [22] and McMillan and Bishop’s plenoptic

modeller [81] used outward looking environment maps at fixed positions which allow

users to change their viewing direction. Other systems use blending, interpolation, warp-

ing, or a combination of these techniques to render their final image. The theoretical

framework behind these systems is the plenoptic function.

2.2.1 The Plenoptic Function

Formalized by Adelson and Bergen [3], the plenoptic function (from the Latinplenus,

complete or full, andoptic) describes pencils of rays through points in space, at any time,

over any wavelengths. By fixing a point (Vx, Vy, Vz) in space, a direction in spherical

coordinates (θ, φ), a time frame (t), and a wavelength (λ), the plenoptic function yields

the intensity of light with those parameters:P (Vx, Vy, Vz, θ, φ, t, λ). This records every

visible phenomenon anywhere, at any time, at any wavelength—making it practically

impossible to tabulate this function. However, the dimensionality of the full plenoptic

function is very high. In computer graphics, the time dimension is usually dropped

(resulting in a static scene with fixed illumination) andλ is assumed to be evaluated at a

three colour value such as red, green, and blue. Furthermore, by restricting the space to

be free of occluding objects (free space), the position dimension drops to two (u andv);

this reduction in dimensionality can be performed because the radiance along two points

in space does not change unless blocked. These simplifications yield a more manageable
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four-dimensional function:

P : (u, v)× (θ, φ) → incident radiance. (2.9)

In this form, the plenoptic function can be easily encoded into a two-dimensional array

of two-dimensional images. In fact, a reflection map can be seen as a special case of the

plenoptic function because it records incident radiance at a point. If we letx = (u, v)

and~rv = (θ, φ), and compare to Equation2.3, we get:

P (u, v, θ, φ) ≡ P (x;~rv) ≡ Li(x;~rv). (2.10)

The plenoptic function will be related to the rendering equation,L(x;~v), in Section2.2.3.

The reason behind using captured images to generate new ones is that there are still

many phenomena which computer graphics cannot reproduce or reproduce well. By

using images from the physical world, we can incorporate those effects into our virtual

world. The key though is in keeping the function manageable while still producing novel

views of the scene, which may not have been recorded originally.

2.2.2 Light Fields

A light field [67] encodes Equation2.9 as two-dimensional slices called a light slab or

a two-plane parameterization of the plenoptic function (Figure2.4). The first plane has

Cartesian coordinates(u, v) and the second plane has Cartesian coordinates(s, t). To ac-

quire an image data set, the camera is placed at each (u, v) point and an image is recorded

of the scene coinciding with the (s, t) plane. Rendering then just involves looking up the
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su

tv

P (u, v, s, t)

Figure 2.4: Geometry of light fields.

value at (u, v, s, t) for each pixel in the new view. To reduce data redundancy, Levoy

and Hanrahan employ vector quantization (VQ) [38] to vectors of the two-dimensional

or four-dimensional image tiles. Entropy coding is also performed using the Lempel-Ziv

[127] compression algorithm. Decompression then involves decoding the Lempel-Ziv

code (during loading) and a table look up into the VQ codebook (during rendering).

Light field display can be accelerated by rendering tiles using projective texture mapping

hardware. Furthermore, mip-mapping hardware can be used to interpolate between the

four-dimensional samples to avoid aliasing artifacts and missing data.

Gortler et al. [42] parameterize Equation2.9 similarly (calling it a lumigraph) and

project the function onto a quadralinear basis function. Furthermore, they use geometric

information to incorporate a depth correction term into their basis function; by doing

this, they reduce the blurriness visible in Levoy and Hanrahan’s final renderings. Finally,

they use a hole filling algorithm to fill out missing information from the acquisition stage.

These holes are caused by scene areas not visible from camera positions in the data set.

The final images are rendered with the aid of texture mapping hardware.

From these two seminal papers, many other parameterizations [19, 51, 63, 69], com-

pression issues [72, 73, 74, 114], and rendering techniques [48, 100, 101, 107, 108]
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were investigated. Furthermore, the theory behind the sampling and reconstruction of

the plenoptic function were solidified using signal processing theory by Chai et al. [21]

and Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [97]. As an aside, this function has also been studied in

computer vision literature in the areas of stereo disparity, epipolar volume, and optical

flow analysis [9, 14, 41, 73]. Three important papers relating to modelling reflection

properties of surfaces using light fields were provided by Neto and Bishop [29], Hei-

drich et al. [47], and Cabral et al. [18]. Neto and Bishop added dynamic shading to their

image-based rendering system by estimating the three-dimensional geometry and surface

normals from the acquired images. When rendering, they warped the reference images

to the desired camera view and performed an additional shading step to account for new

or moved light sources. On the other hand, Heidrich et al. chose to add reflection and re-

fraction effects to light field rendering by decoupling illumination from scene geometry.

Instead of storing radiance as in Equation2.9, a ray direction is stored:

Pr : (u, v)× (θ, φ) → (θr, φr). (2.11)

Depending on the effect desired,(θr, φr) encodes either the reflection or refraction di-

rection. This vector is then used to look up the radiance value in a dual parabolic en-

vironment map [49] using the pixel texture extension [103]. In work similar to mine,

Cabral et al. use a hybrid environment map and image-based rendering scheme to render

isotropic surface reflectance. They first acquire prefiltered environment maps at vertices

of an icosahedron surrounding a chosen centre of projection. At rendering time, a warp

dependent on the surface’s BRDF is applied to the three environment maps nearest to

the shaded point (assuming the object being shaded is enclosed by the icosahedron).
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Spherical barycentric interpolation is used to blend between the three resulting warped

environment maps. Common to these three approaches is they all use geometric infor-

mation to improve the final rendering’s accuracy.

Although light field methods can reproduce images with stunning results, these meth-

ods have several limitations. First, to avoid blurriness, the plenoptic function has to be

sampled densely. This in turn produces huge data sets; image data sets with the mag-

nitude of several gigabytes are not unheard of. Some sort of compression must be em-

ployed to make the data manageable for real-time rendering. Also inherent in the data

acquisition process are the limitations of free space, static scene, fixed illumination, and

fixed surface BRDFs. Techniques such as hole filling (or multi-dimensional scattered

data approximation) and three-dimensional shape approximation have to be employed if

these limitations are to be circumvented.

2.2.3 Surface Light Fields

Ω

~v = (θ, φ)
Pslf (u, v, θ, φ)

x = (u, v)

Figure 2.5: Geometry of surface light fields.

Surface light fields (SLFs) are light fields parameterized on the surface being ren-

dered. In terms of Equation2.9, (u, v) represents the position on the object’s surface
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mesh (which can be achieved using known parameterization methods [33, 65]) and(θ, φ)

represents a vector originating at(u, v) (Figure2.5). Furthermore, if we letx = (u, v),

and~v = (θ, φ), and compare to Equation2.1, we get:

Pslf (u, v, θ, φ) ≡ Pslf (x;~v) ≡ L(x;~v). (2.12)

Instead of incident radiance in Equation2.9, we have:

Pslf : (u, v)× (θ, φ) → exitant radiance. (2.13)

SLFs are ideally suited for efficient reproduction of many surface reflectance properties

as long as they can be recorded.

SLFs store the precomputed rendering equation for points on the surface. Miller

et al. [84] exploits this property and uses it to solve global illumination problems. To

reduce storage requirements, they apply a JPEG-like compression technique. Wood et

al. [125] took a different approach to their research by capturing physical models by

range-scanning and photography methods, reparameterizing them into the SLF form, and

rendering them at interactive rates. They use a data filling algorithm to cover holes in

the data, and function quantization and principal function analysis to compress it. They

further demonstrate that small changes to the lighting environment, surface reflectance

properties, and mesh shape can be made while still maintaining a believable result. The

accuracy of the result, however, has not been investigated.

Noticing that Equation2.12 is a four-dimensional function similar to Equation2.2,

Chen et al. [24] tried applying BRDF factorization techniques to compress the SLF. First,
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they partitioned the SLF around each vertex of the surface mesh. Next, the SLF around

each vertex is factorized and compressed using principal component analysis [11] or non-

negative matrix factorization [66]. Finally, the resulting SLF is rendered using multi-pass

texture mapping hardware. In related work, Latta and Kolb [64] applied BRDF homo-

morphic factorization techniques [79] to factor the rendering equation with an image-

based lighting environment. Their approach, however, only works for fixed isotropic

BRDFs and static lighting environments.

The image-based SLF techniques have produced some of the most realistic render-

ings to date. Effects such as anisotropy and sub-surface light scattering can be observed

in the final results because they were originally captured in the data set. SLF approaches,

however, inherit limitations from light field methods. Except for Wood et al.’s parame-

terization, the scene acquired and rendered is static with fixed illumination. Furthermore,

the BRDFs of the surface are not easily modified.

2.3 Summary

Reflection mapping methods have been around for some time and their strengths and

weaknesses are well understood. In particular, they are easily implemented and can be

efficiently evaluated in hardware. However, reflection maps are technically only valid

for one point, or when the lights and objects in the environment can be assumed to

be infinitely distant. Distortion and the absence of self-reflection and self-shadowing

are also evident—especially in environments with high-frequency information. On the

other hand, image-based rendering approaches are able to reconstruct surface reflection

properties relatively accurately. Nevertheless, they have significant storage requirements,
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need to deal with missing data, and are limited to static scenes with fixed illumination

and fixed surface BRDFs.

This thesis blends together concepts from reflection mapping, light fields, and sur-

face light fields to try and address some of these shortcomings. Specifically, environ-

ment maps are used for simple and efficient evaluation of surface reflectance. To in-

crease accuracy, an image-based approach is utilized to improve reflections for near-field

objects, and to add a single level of self-reflection and self-shadowing effects. Further-

more, changes to the surface’s BRDF can be performed. Although not implemented in

this thesis, other algorithmic extensions are discussed in Section8.1.
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Offset Surface Light Fields

Offset surface light fields are based on concepts from reflection maps, light fields, and

surface light fields. Since SLFs are well suited to encode the rendering equation accu-

rately, I will try to retain their parameterization. This will help in generating accurate

reflections at rendering time. However, I would like to make my parameterization more

flexible by allowing for reflectance property changes. By moving the sample points

from the surface (as in the case of traditional SLFs) to points slightly above the the sur-

face, the BRDF of the surface becomes semi-decoupled from the lighting environment

(Figure3.1). Doing so allows accurate surface reconstruction, using the original SLF,

and additional reflections and material changes, using the acquired lighting environment.

Furthermore, moving the sample points above the surface also allows more sample points

to be used for each point on the surface. In addition, it also permits a reasonable setting

for the near plane when capturing images. The light field at these sample points are

captured into environment maps to take advantage of simple hardware-accelerated eval-

uation. To avoid overly large storage costs, only enough sample points are acquired

25
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ε

Poslf (u, v, θ, φ)

Figure 3.1: Geometry of offset surface light fields.

in order to reconstruct the original object accurately. Holes in the data are covered by

blending between these sample points. I call this representation offset surface light fields

(OSLFs) because the sample points are offset from the surface by a small amount.

This chapter will discuss the representation in more detail as well as how it is used

to reconstruct the original object’s SLF. Since I’m primarily concerned with generating

reflections, I make the simplification and assumption that the acquired object has a Lam-

bertian material. Chapter4 will show how relatively accurate reflections can be achieved

using this representation while Chapter5 will show how to generalize OSLFs to evaluate

local illumination.

3.1 Parameterization

To parameterize the lighting environment around an object into the OSLF representation,

a parameterization of the surface must first be obtained. This can be done using known

methods for triangular meshes [33, 65]. To simplify things, I have chosen bicubic tensor
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product B́ezier patches [35] as my surface representation. Bézier patches are simply

bivariate polynomials of third degree with the Bernstein polynomials,Bn
i (t), as their

basis functions. The patches are specified using a two-dimensional set of control points,

CPi,j, called a control polygon. Evaluation of a surface point,x = x(u, v), just requires

successive linear affine combinations of the control points:

x(u, v) =
3∑

i=0

3∑
j=0

CPi,jB
3
i,j(u, v) (3.1)

where

CPi,j ∈ <3, (3.2)

B3
i,j(u, v) = B3

i (u)B3
j (v), (3.3)

and

B3
i (t) =

 3

i

 ti(1− t)n−i. (3.4)

This can be done efficiently using various algorithms [35, 75] which I will not present

in detail here. B́ezier patches not only yield a surface parameterized by(u, v), but also a

surface normal and tangent plane atx. Moreover, they also allow for a smoother surface

representation compared to triangular meshes.

Next, a sampling of the surface is performed with controlled coverage and the result-

ing surface sample points offset from the surface byε units. These points are enumerated

in an array for fast and easy indexing. At each of these OSLF sample points, an envi-

ronment map is captured—recording a pencil of rays through each point. These pencils

represent the light field at the sample points.
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As mentioned previously, I would like to emulate the SLF parameterization as closely

as possible while avoiding its huge storage costs and bandwidth. So instead of storing a

SLF at everyx(u, v) point on the surface, indices to a finite set of OSLF sample points

which best represent the light field atx(u, v) is stored. For fast access by GPUs, these

indices are encoded in the form of a texture map associated with the surface patch. As

current texture map formats allow up to four channels per texel, I store four sample

point indices in each texel. I use texture maps with 16 bits per channel which allows a

maximum of 65536 indexed sample points. I will refer to these maps as sample maps.

Compared to SLFs, my parameterization remains as:

Poslf : (u, v)× (θ, φ) → exitant radiance, (3.5)

where

Poslf (u, v, θ, φ) = F(Li(spt0(u, v); θ, φ), Li(spt1(u, v); θ, φ),

Li(spt2(u, v); θ, φ), Li(spt3(u, v); θ, φ)), (3.6)

sptj : (u, v) → OSLF sample point, (3.7)

and

Li : OSLF sample point× (θ, φ) → incident radiance. (3.8)

Heresptj is the mapping between surface coordinates(u, v) and thejth best sample

point (stored in channelj). The intermediate mapping from index to sample point is

omitted for simplicity.Li(sptj(u, v); θ, φ) represents the light field at thejth best sample
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point (compare to Equation2.3) andF is a function which reconstructs the outgoing

radiance for directions(θ, φ) from the incoming radiance at the four sample points. The

functionF is described in more detail in Sections3.4, 4.1, 4.2, and5.3.

3.2 Data Acquisition

I tested this parameterization using a virtual data set acquired by a ray tracer (Sec-

tion 8.1.1describes what can be done to acquire physical data). Newell’s teapot was

chosen as the test object; this teapot is composed of 28 bicubic tensor product Bézier

patches. The teapot was placed in a gazebo which was generated using Alias|Wavefront’s

Maya Unlimitedand exported to Pixar’sRenderManfile format. Then, a high-dynamic

range environment (Debevec’s eucalyptus grove light probe [30]), lights, and surface

shaders were added. The teapot was assigned a medium-green Lambertian material. Fig-

ure3.2shows three views of this environment. Next, the teapot’s object description was

(a) View 1 (b) View 2 (c) View 3

Figure 3.2: Three views of the gazebo scene.

parsed and sample points were generated on its surface at fixed intervals (Figure3.3).

These points were then offset from the surface byε = 0.1 and 0.25 units; for compar-

ison, the diameter of the teapot’s rim is approximately three units. Next, environment
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Figure 3.3: Teapot surface sample points.

maps were acquired at each OSLF sample point using Exluna’sBlue Moon Rendering

Tools(BMRT) renderer. The axes of the environment map were taken to be the canonical

world axes. The renderer produces 128×128 and 256×256 LZW-compressed, 32 bits

per channel, IEEE floating-point images in TIFF format which were then assembled into

cube maps (Figure3.4). Along with each cube map, the OSLF sample point’s world

Figure 3.4: Example of an acquired cube map.

coordinates are stored. Finally, the geometry of the teapot is stored just as in the case of

traditional SLFs. There were 1156 OSLF sample points generated for the teapot and the
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size of the resulting 128×128 data set was approximately 1.325 gigabytes (GBs) while

the 256×256 data set was approximately 5.179 GBs. These sizes may seem large at

first, but previous representations which acquire images with 8 bits instead of 32 bits per

channel achieve similar or much larger data sets. Unless otherwise stated, all renderings

shown in this thesis use the 128×128 data set.

The free space requirement for light fields must be obeyed for the space between

the OSLF sample point and the teapot’s surface itself. Since this distance,ε, is small,

this usually is not a problem. If this precondition is violated, artifacts will appear in the

original teapot’s reconstruction. Since I’m primarily concerned with adding reflection

effects, I have selected a Lambertian material for my test object. Thus, it is important to

note that the surface reconstruction algorithm presented in Section3.4 is only valid for

objects with a diffuse texture. In Chapters4 and5, I will show how an additional mirror

reflection or BRDF can be added onto the original object’s diffuse texture. This is similar

to adding reflections with an environment map, although my method produces more

accurate results. The technique described could also be applied recursively, although I

did not attempt this in my implementation. The only other issue in data acquisition is to

ensure the ray tracer’s near clipping plane value is less thanε otherwise the teapot surface

near the OSLF sample point will not be visible.

3.3 Preprocessing

Preprocessing involves generating the 16 bits per channel sample maps which store in-

dices to the enumerated OSLF sample points. The pseudocode for generating these sam-

ple maps is as follows:
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for each B ézier patch B {

for each texel in B’s sample map {

Evaluate corresponding point, t, on B’s surface.

Find four sample points that best represents t.

Store indices to these points in B’s sample map.

}

}

Sample maps are mapped onto Bézier patches such that edges of the sample maps

correspond to edges of the Bézier patches. This means that each texel in a sample map

corresponds to a finite region in a Bézier patch. To evaluatet, simply take the coordi-

nates of the texel, map them between zero and one, and evaluate Equation3.1. In my

implementation, I used sample maps of size 256×256 for each patch.

The four best points are chosen to be the four closest sample points which are visible

from t. To do this, perform a search through the OSLF sample point array and pick

the four sample points closest tot using the standard Euclidean distance measure on the

sample points andt. To satisfy the visibility constraint, these points must lie in the upper

hemisphere oft. That is,

〈~nt, ‖(OSLF sample point)− t‖〉 > 0, (3.9)

where~nt is the normal att and‖ · ‖ represents the norm in three-space. Furthermore,

sample points near the horizon should be excluded because their view oft can be ob-

structed due to aliasing in the environment map. Introducing a tolerance angle accounts
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(a) Channel 0 (Red) (b) Channel 1 (Green)

(c) Channel 2 (Blue) (d) Channel 3 (Alpha)

Figure 3.5: Teapot sample maps displayed with false colours to indicate different indices.

for this:

〈~nt, ‖(OSLF sample point)− t‖〉 > cos(φsamplemap). (3.10)

I usedφsamplemap = 85◦ in my implementation. Finally, these four points are sorted

in ascending order by distance and stored into the RGBA channels of the sample map.

Figure3.5shows the results of this step.

One last implementation detail is for objects with self-intersections, points inside the

surface should be removed before the sample map generation is done. This, however, is
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not an issue for the teapot model.

3.4 Surface Reconstruction

Reconstruction of the original object’s surface is very easy because every texel in the

sample map stores a constellation of points visible from it. This means the surface’s

diffuse texture can be reconstructed accurately by sampling in the direction of the surface

point (Figure3.6).

(u, v)

sptj(u, v)

x

Figure 3.6: Geometry of surface reconstruction for offset light fields.

Formally, to shade the pointx on the teapot, first obtain the four point indices associ-

ated withx. Texture mapping hardware gives these indices automatically, by performing

the mapping:x → (u, v) → indices. The GPU has to be set to nearest-neighbour texel

interpolation because any sort of interpolation on point indices is invalid. From these

indices, we obtain the corresponding sample points:spt0(u, v), spt1(u, v), spt2(u, v),

and spt3(u, v). By indexing into the light field in the direction of the surface point,
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~vrecon = (x− sptj(u, v)), we obtain the surface reflectance (Equation3.8):

Li(sptj(u, v);~vrecon) = Li(sptj(u, v); θ~vrecon , φ~vrecon). (3.11)

This indexing is performed using bilinear interpolation of the cube map.

Although a blend of the four resulting samples would make sense, I have found that

the sample from the closest OSLF sample point,spt0(u, v), is sufficient to produce an

accurate result. Blends such as averaging the results produced no visible advantage at

a slightly increased evaluation cost. For non-diffuse objects, a blend between sample

points is necessary and this is discussed in Section8.1.1. The final equation in the case

of surface reconstruction is:

Frecon(Li(spt0(u, v); θ, φ), Li(spt1(u, v); θ, φ), = Li(spt0(u, v); θ~vrecon , φ~vrecon).

Li(spt2(u, v); θ, φ), Li(spt3(u, v); θ, φ)) (3.12)

Figure 3.7 shows results of this surface reconstruction stage. Finally, if the original

surface reconstruction is all that is needed, then

Poslf = F = Frecon. (3.13)
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(a) Ray trace

(b) Offset surface light field

Figure 3.7: Comparison of surface reconstruction results.



Chapter 4

Specular Reflections

For objects acquired without reflections, such as the diffuse textured teapot in my test

scene, the shading algorithm can add reflections at runtime. Accurate real-time reflec-

tions are difficult to achieve using reflection mapping techniques. In the OSLF repre-

sentation, however, the cube maps at sample pointssptj(u, v) actually describe an ac-

curate light field throughsptj(u, v). The closer the sample points are to the point being

shaded, the more accurate a reflection can be obtained. Since the preprocessing stage

already stores sample points closest to the surface, a blend between incident radiance at

these points will give a fairly accurate reflection. This chapter discusses how to repro-

duce mirror reflections, which, due to high-frequency information, are generally difficult

to reproduce accurately for real-time rendering. The camera view in Figure1.1 will be

used as a basis for comparison because it shows the effects of near-field reflections (the

table texture and teacups), far-field reflections (the roof beams and gazebo environment),

teapot self-reflection, and teapot self-shadowing effects. These are the critical cases to

examine when comparing accuracy between various methods.

37
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4.1 Mirror Reflection

Traditional mirror reflections are accomplished by adding the surface’s diffuse term

(Ldiffuse) to a specular reflection term (Lspecular). The result is then modulated by the

surface’s colour (Cs):

L(x;~v) = Cs ∗ (Ldiffuse(x;~v) + Lspecular(x;~v)), (4.1)

wherex is the point being shaded and~v is the viewing direction.Lspecular is the com-

ponent shown in Figure1.1. The specular term for mirror reflections is equal to the

incoming radiance from direction~rv (Equation2.4):

Lspecular(x;~v) = Li(x, ~rv). (4.2)

In the OSLF paradigm, pointssptj(u, v) were predetermined to be closest tox. Since

the mirror reflection atx can be approximated by the mirror reflection at a point close to

x, sayspt0(u, v), we obtain the following:

Lspecular(x;~v) ≈ Lspecular(spt0(u, v), ~rv)

≈ Li(spt0(u, v), ~rv). (4.3)

The result of this approximation is shown in Figure4.1. Another possible approximation

uses the sample point closest to the reflection vector in angular space:

Lspecular(x;~v) ≈ Li(sptk(u, v), ~rv), (4.4)
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Figure 4.1:Lspecular term for mirror reflections rendered using the closest sample point
in Euclidean space.

where

〈‖sptk(u, v)− x‖, ~rv〉 ≥ 〈‖sptj(u, v)− x‖, ~rv〉 ∀j. (4.5)

This approximation is shown in Figure4.2 Already, the reflections generated by these

two approximations are visibly more accurate than environment map reflections. How-

ever, the structure of the sample map is evident in both images. These blocky artifacts,

which are prominent in the table texture and the teapot knob reflections, are caused by

abrupt transitions between points in the sample map. To smooth out the transition, I

perform a blend between the resulting radiance:

Lspecular(x;~v) ≈ Frefl(Li(spt0(u, v); θ, φ), Li(spt1(u, v); θ, φ),

Li(spt2(u, v); θ, φ), Li(spt3(u, v); θ, φ)), (4.6)
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Figure 4.2:Lspecular term for mirror reflections rendered using the closest sample point
in angular space.

where

Frefl(Li(spt0(u, v); θ, φ), Li(spt1(u, v); θ, φ), =
3∑

j=0

BjLi(sptj(u, v); θ~rv , φ~rv),

Li(spt2(u, v); θ, φ), Li(spt3(u, v); θ, φ)) (4.7)

for some basis functionBj.
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4.2 Blending Basis Functions

In selecting a basis function for blending, we must ensure the basis functions form a

partition of unity: ∑
j

Bj = 1. (4.8)

The first obvious blend to try is an average of the incident radiance:

Bavg
j =

1

4
. (4.9)

The result is shown in Figure4.3.

Similar to early lumigraphs [42, 48, 67, 101], this basis function produced blurring

and ghosting artifacts, especially in the teacup and table texture reflections, because all

Figure 4.3:Lspecular term for mirror reflections rendered usingBavg.
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radiance samples were given equal weight. It is desirable then to give more weight to

samples with higher accuracy. Note that another cause for the blurriness is the data

set’s resolution: the 256×256 data set produces clearer reflections than the 128×128 one

(Section6.4).

~n

(u, v)

~rv

sptj(u, v)~sj

~rv

x

Figure 4.4: Geometry of reflection for offset surface light fields.

Next, I tried a basis function based on the cosine lobe. Let~sj = ‖sptj(u, v) − x‖

(Figure4.4). Then the blending function is defined by:

B~r
j =

max(〈~rv, ~sj〉N , 0)∑
j max(〈~rv, ~sj〉N , 0)

, (4.10)

where~rv is the reflection vector. This blending function is similar to a Phong lobe [16]

and its shape is controlled by the parameterN . The inner product achieves a maximum

value when~sj = ~rv. When this occurs, indexing intosptj(u, v)’s cube map in direc-

tion ~rv produces a 100% accurate reflection:Li(sptj(u, v);~rv). Furthermore, the inner

product decreases to zero as the angle between~sj and~rv increases. This means that

points which give more accurate reflection samples are given more weight. The basis
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function is clamped below by zero to avoid using points in the opposite hemisphere of~rv

(since〈~rv, ~sj〉 < 0 if and only if the angle between~rv and~sj is greater than90◦). Points

in this hemisphere will usually give a more erroneous radiance sample unless they are

closer tox than the other sample points and the angle between~rv and~n is small. To

simplify the algorithm, the weights of these points are set to zero (as an aside, I also tried

B|~r|
j =

∣∣∣∣ 〈~rv ,~sj〉N∑
j
〈~rv ,~sj〉N

∣∣∣∣ but this basis function produced more artifacts). Finally, the basis

function is normalized by the sum of all the inner products so they partition unity. Note

that whenN = 0, this basis function reduces toBavg.

The result of usingB~r is shown in Figure4.5. Compared to the previous results,

blurriness and ghosting artifacts are reduced but still visible. AsN increases, so does the

sharpness of the reflections. The structure of the sample maps is also visible, especially

for higher values ofN . Lastly, the reflections are still more accurate than the environment

map result.

Although the results are quite accurate, they do not look smooth and this is predomi-

nantly due to the sample maps’ structure. To reduce the visibility of this structure, I used

the following basis function instead:

B~n
j =

〈~n,~sj〉N∑
j〈~n,~sj〉N

, (4.11)

where~n is the normal atx and N controls the shape of the cosine lobe. This basis

function simplifies the implementation because〈~n,~sj〉 ≥ 0 by construction of the sample

maps and themax(. . .) function inB~r can be avoided. Using the same analysis as before,

points further away from the normal in angular space will contribute less to the result.

This implies more weight is given to points closer tox and therefore the basis function’s
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(a) N = 1 (b) N = 4

(c) N = 8 (d) N = 16

Figure 4.5:Lspecular term for mirror reflections rendered usingB~r for variousN .

support is more centred aroundx. This produces a smoother blend between radiance

samples, especially across texel boundaries in the sample map. However, this smoothing

comes at a cost of losing some accuracy, because sampling the reflection fromLi using

~sj = ~n is only accurate if~rv = ~n.

The result of usingB~n is shown in Figure4.6. As expected, transition between texel

boundaries appear more continuous at the expense of some accuracy. My own obser-

vations, performed on a CRT monitor, show thatN = 4 results in the most visually
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(a) N = 1 (b) N = 4

(c) N = 8 (d) N = 16

Figure 4.6:Lspecular term for mirror reflections rendered usingB~n for variousN .

smooth image. I defined the most visually smooth image as the image which has the

least artifacts due to visual discontinuities, as perceived by the observer. Even though

the images are less accurate than in the previous result, it is still visibly more accurate

than environment map reflections.

Putting together the diffuse and specular components to construct the OSLF in Equa-
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tion 3.6, with added reflections, we get:

Poslf = F = Frecon + Cs ∗ Frefl. (4.12)

Here,Frecon is the diffuse component of the teapot andFrefl is its mirror reflection. The

result of this evaluation is shown in Section6.4, Figure6.3. This construction can also

be applied to any object for which additional mirror reflections are desired. In the latter

case,Frecon will be the object’s original material, which could in itself incorporate many

complex effects, andFrefl is the mirror reflection obtained by the above algorithm.

4.3 Texture Cache

Most consumer systems today do not have enough main memory, let alone texture mem-

ory, to store the 1.325 GBs required for the smallest data set. That means most of the

data must be stored on slow access hard disks. Even with an Ultra3 SCSI (also known

as Ultra160 Wide) controller, software rendering times for reflections were around half

an hour per frame. To get around this bottleneck, a texture caching system was imple-

mented. As the shader is meant to be executed on a GPU, this texture caching system

must be compatible with graphics hardware for it to be useful.

I implemented three caching systems based on the least recently used (LRU) eviction

strategy [56, 112]. The LRU cache replacement algorithm simply chooses the cache

entry that is least recently used as the eviction candidate. Although there are better

performing algorithms [56], such as least frequently used (LFU), LRU is one of the

most popular in commercial applications because of its simple implementation. LRU
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is easily implemented in my software shader: a 32-bit counter is initialized to zero and

incremented every time the shader is called. Every time a texture is accessed, an entry

in the cache is created and associated with the current counter value. If the entry already

exists in the cache, then its counter value is updated with the current shader counter.

When the cache is full, a search of the cache line is performed and the entry with the

smallest counter value is replaced. Two separate cache lines are maintained: one for the

sample maps and one for the cube maps.

Sample maps are stored on disk in an uncompressed TIFF format which allows ran-

dom access between image rows; because of this, I decided to store only a single scanline

in its texture cache buffer. This means a cache miss will occur every time a different scan-

line had to be accessed. I found that a 2 item cache produced a 71.8% miss rate whereas

a 64 item cache produced a 15.6% miss rate. However, the actual rendering time only

differed by a second. This shows the bottleneck lies in cube map access.

Cube maps are stored on disk in a LZW-compressed TIFF format which only allows

sequential access; because of this, three different read strategies were employed: read

on demand, read half threshold, and read full image. The read on demand strategy reads

into the cache buffer everything from the start of the image to the requested texel. The

read half threshold strategy is the same as read on demand, except when the requested

texel lies in the second half of the image; in this case, the whole image is read into the

cache buffer. The reasoning is that future reads are likely to lie in the second half of the

image because of the way bilinear interpolation works. In the read on demand case, if a

second cache miss is produced at this stage, the algorithm would have read more data in

total than if it brought in the full image on the first access, avoiding a cache miss. Finally,
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the read full image strategy reads in the whole image whenever a new cube map face is

requested.

Results (Section6.6) show that the read full image strategy has the lowest miss rate

and shortest rendering time. Since this read strategy parallels theOpenGL[103] and

DirectX [82] texture management systems, the miss rates on a hardware-accelerated im-

plementation should be similar. However, the data set sizes are still larger than I would

like. I discuss possible strategies to deal with the data set size in Section8.1.1.



Chapter 5

Bidirectional Reflection Distribution

Functions

Showing that OSLFs can handle accurate reflection is clearly not enough. Any represen-

tation for surface reflectance should not be reflection model limited. In this chapter, I will

show how OSLFs can be extended to handle arbitrary BRDFs. I will use Monte Carlo

integration to evaluate the rendering equation at the shaded point. Monte Carlo integra-

tion is well suited for this job because OSLFs already store results of Equation2.1 in

cube maps, for points close to the shaded point. These cube maps act as an illumination

cache that the integration algorithm can use. I begin by reviewing the key concepts from

Monte Carlo integration. Next, I will demonstrate evaluation of local illumination using

the anisotropic Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF model [8]. This chapter concludes with a

description on how to use arbitrary BRDF models.

49
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5.1 Monte Carlo Integration

Monte Carlo methods have been around since the 1940s. The principle behind Monte

Carlo integration is the use of random sampling to estimate integrals (hence the reference

to the infamousCasino de Monte-Carlo). I will quickly review the main results of Monte

Carlo methods but more detail can be found in Shreider [105] and Veach [119].

To evaluate an integral using the Monte Carlo technique, it is first converted into an

equivalent expected value problem using probability theory:

I =
∫

f(x)dx =
∫ f(x)

p(x)
p(x)dx = E

[
f(x)

p(x)

]
, (5.1)

wherep(x) is some arbitrary probability density function (PDF) which satisfiesp(x) > 0

wheneverf(x) 6= 0. The expected value is then estimated fromM random samples

generated with the PDFp(x), making uniform sampling unnecessary. This gives an

estimate for the integral:

I = E

[
f(x)

p(x)

]
≈ 1

M

M∑
i=1

f(xi)

p(xi)
, (5.2)

wherexi’s are the random samples. Monte Carlo methods are unbiased because the

estimatorf(x)
p(x)

is unbiased (Equation5.1). Finally, it can be proved that basic Monte

Carlo methods converge at a rate ofO
(

1√
M

)
[119].
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5.2 The Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF Model

I chose the Ashikhmin and Shirley model as the BRDF for demonstrating local illumina-

tion because it has an anisotropic specular term which produces a Phong-style specular

lobe. Anisotropic BRDFs are generally more difficult to handle than isotropic BRDFs.

Other properties of this BRDF that make it attractive are: it has intuitive control pa-

rameters, it satisfies the energy conservation and reciprocity principles, it incorporates

Fresnel effects, it allows for a non-Lambertian diffuse term (although I do not use their

diffuse term), and it is Monte Carlo friendly. Recently, Steigleder and McCool have

demonstrated a hardware-accelerated implementation of this BRDF [110].

The Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF model incorporates ideas from Neumann and

Neumann [90], Schlick [102], and Ward [123]. At the simplest level, the BRDF de-

composes into specular and diffuse components:

fr(~v,~l) = fsr(~v,~l) + fdr(~v,~l), (5.3)

wherefsr is the specular reflection component andfdr is the diffuse reflection compo-

nent. This model is controlled by four parameters:Rs andRd specify the specular and

diffuse reflectance at normal incidence, andnu andnv are two Phong-like exponents that

control the shape of the specular lobe. The model’s diffuse term is

fdr(~v,~l) =
28Rd

23π
(1−Rs)

1−
(

1− 〈~n,~v〉
2

)5

1−

1− 〈~n,~l〉
2

5
 (5.4)
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and its specular term is

fsr(~v,~l) =

√
(nu + 1)(nv + 1)

8π

〈~n,~h〉
nu〈~h,~t〉2+nv〈~h,~n×~t〉2

1−〈~h,~n〉2

〈~h,~k〉max(〈~n,~v〉, 〈~n,~l〉)
F (〈~k,~h〉), (5.5)

where

~h = ‖~v +~l‖ (5.6)

is the halfway vector between~v and~l,

F (〈~k,~h〉) = Rs + (1−Rs)(1− 〈~k,~h〉)5 (5.7)

is Schlick’s approximation of the Fresnel fraction [102], and~k can be either~v or~l.

To use the Monte Carlo method to estimate the rendering equation’s integral with this

BRDF model, first generate the random vector~h using the PDF

ph(~h) =

√
(nu + 1)(nv + 1)

2π
〈~n,~h〉

nu〈~h,~t〉2+nv〈~h,~n×~t〉2

1−〈~h,~n〉2 . (5.8)

This can be done by the following formula:

~h = (θ, φ)

=

arccos

(1− ξ2)

1(
nu〈~h,~t〉2+nv〈~h,~n×~t〉2

1−〈~h,~n〉2

)
+1

 , arctan

(√
nu + 1

nv + 1
tan

(
πξ1

2

)) ,

(5.9)

where(ξ1, ξ2) are two random numbers uniformly distributed in[0, 1) and[0, 1] respec-
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tively. This results in a vector(θ, φ) ∈ [0, π
2
] × [0, π

2
). However, note the integration in

Equation2.1is over the hemisphereΩ. To ensure full coverage and stratification ofΩ, ξ1

is mapped to one of four functions depending on where it lies in[0, 1). For example, if

ξ1 ∈ [0.5, 0.75) then evaluateφ(1− 4(0.75− ξ1)) using Equation5.9and rotate it about

theφ = π axis. Next,~l is calculated using Equation2.4,

~l = 2~h〈~h,~v〉 − ~v, (5.10)

and it has the PDF

p(~l) =
ph(~h)

4〈~v,~h〉
. (5.11)

Finally, using Monte Carlo integration, the rendering equation can be estimated as:

L(x;~v) =
∫
Ω

fr(~ω(~v, ~n,~t), ~ω(~l, ~n,~t))Li(x;~l)〈~n,~l〉d~l

≈ 1

M

M∑
i=1

fr(~v,~l)Li(x;~l)〈~n,~l〉
p(~l)

. (5.12)

As the teapot in my scene already has a diffuse material applied to it, I chose to use

OSLF surface reconstruction (Section3.4) to obtain the diffuse term. The other option is

to usefdr from Equation5.4. The specular component, on the other hand, is calculated

using Equation5.5.

There are two ways to apply the Monte Carlo method for OSLFs. The first method

performs Monte Carlo integration at each of the sample pointssptj(u, v) separately and

then blends the results together. This is illustrated in the pseudocode below:

for each OSLF sample point {
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Generate M random vectors ( h).

for each h {

Look up radiance from cube map.

}

Accumulate using Equation 5.12 .

}

Blend results using Equation 4.7 .

On the other hand, the second method’s pseudocode is:

Generate M random vectors ( h).

for each h {

for each OSLF sample point {

Look up radiance from cube map.

}

Blend results using Equation 4.7 .

}

Accumulate using Equation 5.12 .

This second method is similar to doing a specular reflection calculation for each random

vector and then accumulating the results an the outer loop. For largeM , I expect the

results of both methods to be similar. However, the first method uses more random

vectors. I chose to implement the first method because it was the simplest to code and

understand.

Just as in the case of specular reflection, usingB~n with N = 4 produced the smooth-

est looking results. Figure5.1 shows the results using theB~n blending function for
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(a) nu = 10, nv = 1000 (b) nu = 100, nv = 1000 (c) nu = 1000, nv = 1000

(d) nu = 10, nv = 100 (e) nu = 100, nv = 100 (f) nu = 1000, nv = 100

(g) nu = 10, nv = 10 (h) nu = 100, nv = 10 (i) nu = 1000, nv = 10

Figure 5.1:Lspecular term for Ashikhmin and Shirley’s BRDF rendered usingB~n with
N = 4, Rs = 1, Rd = 0, and for various exponentsnu andnv. Monte Carlo integration
was used withM = 100 samples for each OSLF sample point.

various values ofnu andnv. The results for the other basis functions mirror the results

from the mirror reflection case and are not included here. Accuracy is not as important in

these renderings compared to the case of mirror reflections. This is because of the low-

frequency result produced when the lighting environment is convolved with the BRDF.

Very high values ofnu andnv, however, will produce sharp mirror-like reflections and
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B~r may be used instead if accuracy is needed.

5.3 Arbitrary BRDF Models

As mentioned before, the Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF model was chosen because it

is a fairly general model with anisotropic properties. This makes it a good test case for

OSLFs. This section shows how OSLFs can handle arbitrary BRDFs.

There are two ways to generalize this approach for arbitrary BRDFs. The first one

performs Monte Carlo integration to evaluate the arbitrary BRDF at each of the OSLF

sample points,sptj(u, v), separately and then blends the results together to approximate

the BRDF atx(u, v). The second one evaluates the arbitrary BRDF for each random~l

at eachsptj(u, v) separately, blends the results to approximate the incoming radiance

at x(u, v) for that particular~l , and then accumulates all the results using Monte Carlo

integration. These methods are listed in pseudocode at the end of Section5.2.

Implementing either of these methods will allow the use of arbitrary BRDFs. This

shows my representation is not reflection model limited and can be used to evaluate local

illumination generally. Performing the evaluation this way can also be thought of as using

the OSLF as an illumination cache which stores the illumination at every sample point.

Rendering involves looking up lighting information from this illumination cache instead

of going out to the environment to gather radiance—as in the case of the computationally

intensive methods listed in Section2.1.1.

To put everything together, Equation4.12 is evaluated. For my case,Frecon is the

diffuse component of the teapot andFrefl is the newly applied Ashikhmin and Shirley

specular BRDF model. The result of this evaluation for the Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF
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model is shown in Section6.5, Figure6.4. This construction can also be applied to

any object for which an additional BRDF model needs to be imposed. In the latter

case,Frecon will be the object’s original material, which could in itself incorporate many

complex effects, andFrefl is the additional BRDF evaluated using the above algorithm.



Chapter 6

Results

This chapter begins with a description of error metrics used to evaluate the results and

proceeds to discuss the results of surface reconstruction, mirror reflections, and the

Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF in detail. Furthermore, it examines sources of error

and describes minor implementation tweaks that were made to remove visible artifacts.

Statistics for the texture cache are also presented and the chapter concludes with a sum-

mary of the results. This chapter can be skimmed over if the amount of detail presented

here is not required.

6.1 Error Metrics

The difference between the final rendered images can be described qualitatively and

quantitatively. Qualitative evaluation is based on observations by the human eye and

tends to be subjective. On the other hand, quantitative evaluation is more objective be-

cause of its reliance on mathematically computable quantities. I will use both methods

58
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to evaluate OSLF results.

As previously mentioned, the camera view was chosen specifically so various effects

can be observed. Near-field reflection effects can be observed in the teacup and table

texture reflections while far-field reflection effects can be observed in the gazebo wall

and roof beam reflections. Object self-reflection occurs mainly for the teapot spout,

handle, and knob. Finally, object self-shadowing can be observed for the teapot handle

and knob. Qualitative evaluation involves critical examination of areas with these effects.

Since qualitative evaluation depends on viewing conditions such as ambient light,

angle and distance between the eye and the display, and display characteristics, quanti-

tative evaluation presents a more objective measure of image differences. The metrics

used for quantitative evaluation are divided into two categories: distortion metrics and fi-

delity metrics. Distortion metrics describe a mathematically measurable physical change

between images. Examples are colour, intensity, and noise. Fidelity metrics, on the other

hand, describe a mathematically computable perceptible difference between images us-

ing models of human vision and perception. Examples are the Daly Visual Differences

Predictor [28] and Sarnoff Visual Discrimination Model [70]. I will use a simpler metric

based on the CIEL*a*b* space [126]. The CIEL*a*b* space is a perceptually uniform

colour space defined by theCommission Internationale de L’Éclairage(CIE) for subtrac-

tive colours (in contrast to the CIEL*u*v* space which is for additive colours). In this

space, two colours which are perceived to be equally distant by viewers in specific view-

ing conditions are also numerically equidistant. The L* channel represents luminance

relative to a reference white, the a* channel represents the red-green continuum, and the

b* channel represents the yellow-blue continuum. I will perform a root mean-squared
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error (RMSE) calculation in this space and tabulate the results. Although the RMSE

distortion metric is not suitable for measuring difference in many areas [39], perform-

ing RMSE in the perceptually based CIEL*a*b* space avoids some of its shortcomings.

However, this measure still does not capture differences due to geometric distortions;

defining a measure to compare two images perceptively is still an open research area.

I’ve also included the RMSE in RGB space as a reference. To maintain numerical preci-

sion, 655×460, 32 bits per channel, IEEE floating-point images were used for the error

calculation.

6.2 Sample Maps

Preprocessing results have already been shown in Section3.3. However, there is an

unavoidable point registration error introduced at this step. This error is the difference

between the coordinates of surface points generated by my surface evaluation algorithm

[75] and BMRT’s surface intersection algorithm. When considering the same point on

the surface, I have found the error is usually between 0.01 and 0.0075 units; for compar-

ison, the diameter of the teapot’s rim is approximately three units. Therefore, the points

generated to represent sample map texels are not as accurate as I would like.

6.3 Surface Reconstruction

When comparing surface reconstruction results of ray tracing versus OSLFs (Figure3.7),

the final images are virtually identical. Object self-shadowing is also reproduced be-

cause the shadows were present at the data acquisition stage. However, early surface
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(a) Final rendering. (b) Early rendering.

Figure 6.1: Surface reconstruction results.

reconstruction renderings (Figure6.1(b)) contained errors in the image, especially on the

teapot rim and knob, due to sampling the cube map near the horizon (i.e.φ close to90◦).

At these glancing angles, the area around the shaded point occupies a very small portion

of view. To see this, take a piece of paper and look at it with the paper’s plane perpen-

dicular to your line of sight. Then slowly rotate the paper90◦ so that the paper’s plane

becomes almost parallel to your line of sight. As you rotate the paper, the visible surface

area decreases. This effect, coupled with aliasing artifacts in the cube maps, resulted in

an incorrect radiance being sampled. Note that this problem does not occur when sam-

pling radiance in the reflection or local lighting evaluation cases: since the sample points

are above the surface, we can sample in directions close toφ = 90◦ without problems,

although with reduced accuracy.

There are many solutions to the sampling near the horizon problem. First, by in-

creasing the resolution of the acquired cube maps, aliasing artifacts will be reduced and

so does the occurrence of this problem. Second, by increasing the sampling density of

the surface, the likelihood of the preprocessing algorithm choosing sample points near
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the horizon decreases. As the proportion of chosen sample points near the horizon de-

creases, the effect of these points on surface reconstruction is reduced and so are the

artifacts in Figure6.1(b). Third, decreasing the angle toleranceφsamplemap (Section3.3)

in sample map generation also helps reduce the occurrence of this problem. The third

solution is the most attractive because it does not involve regenerating or reacquiring a

new the data set. However, by decreasingφsamplemap, the preprocessing algorithm might

not find four OSLF sample points within the angle of tolerance for each texel. So in-

stead, at runtime the shader finds the closest OSLF sample point within a specified angle

of tolerance,φshader, from the shaded point’s normal and uses that point to sample the

surface. I usedφshader = 65◦ for my renderings. Note that this angle is distinct from

theφsamplemap angle used in sample map generation becauseφsamplemap is specified with

respect to the point in the middle of the sample map texel whereasφshader is specified

with respect to the point shaded at runtime.

This brings up the issue of finding enough sample points for each sample map given

φsamplemap. One solution is to allow for less than four sample points per texel by stor-

ing an invalid index; in fact, I have tried this solution with excellent results. However,

this adds to the runtime shader complexity, for example, by having to assigning zero

weight to invalid sample points. Instead, I elected to base the surface sampling density

on φsamplemap. For a smaller value ofφsamplemap, a higher surface sampling density is

needed to obtain four sample points per texel. This implies that areas with high surface

curvature will have a higher sampling density. The sampling density is fixed per Bézier

patch but is allowed to vary across patches. Finally, I would like to keepφsamplemap as

large as possible to decrease data set size and also because reflections are not affected by
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this issue as much. This is why the valueφsamplemap = 85◦ was chosen.

One final surface reconstruction implementation issue concerns the use of curved

surfaces. This issue does not occur for triangular mesh objects. When shading high cur-

vature curved surfaces, a sample point below the horizon might be used. In Figure6.2,

texel
X

A

B

Y

~n

T

Figure 6.2: Geometry of the curved surfaces problem.

assume the preprocessing algorithm selects pointT to represent a texel. Further assume

that sample pointsA andB are stored in that texel and thatA is closer toT thanB.

When shading pointX, sample pointA is used to determine the reflected radiance atX

because it is closest toT. The same is true for shading pointY. However, usingA in

this case is incorrect becauseY is not visible fromA: A lies in the lower hemisphere of

Y. Fortunately,φshader accounts for this problem as well.

After accounting for these sources of error, one artifact remains when comparing the

final results (Figure3.7). Examining the teapot’s lid near the rim, there are some small
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patches of lighter shade—especially near the teapot handle. Violation of the free space

precondition causes these lighter patches to appear. At these regions, the sample map

generation routine determined that the closest points lie on the other side of the rim.

Therefore, the outer rim’s lighter colour is sampled when sampling in the direction of

the shaded point, resulting in these lighter regions. By decreasing the distance,ε, to the

surface, this artifact is reduced and this was observed when I compared theε = 0.25

andε = 0.1 data sets. Figure3.7(b)shows the teapot rendered with theε = 0.1 data

set although some of these artifacts still remain. Another solution is to incorporate a

depth correction term similar the original lumigraph paper [42]. This would be easy

to do, for example, by storing cube maps in RGBZ format instead of RGB and then

using thez coordinate to check for point concordance. AsBMRT does not output the

z coordinate (due to a bug in its RGBZ 32-bit IEEE floating-point output), I did not

try this option. To completely eliminate this artifact, the free space condition has to be

checked for every point in preprocessing. This problem is not unique to OSLFs as other

image-based rendering methods, such as light fields and SLFs, also assume free space

data acquisition.

Method Root Mean-Squared Error
L* a* b* R G B

OSLF128 0.005351 0.012321 0.034318 0.000590 0.000952 0.004827
OSLF256 0.004679 0.007938 0.021619 0.000537 0.000892 0.003098

Table 6.1: Comparison of OSLF surface reconstruction to a ray traced result using
RMSE.

Table6.1compares the quantitative surface reconstruction quality between OSLF and

ray trace methods; the subscripts indicate the resolution of cube maps used. Since RMSE

roughly indicates the average change in a pixel between the two rendering methods, these
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results show that there is very little difference between ray tracing and OSLFs for surface

reconstruction. As expected, using a higher resolution cube map improves rendering

quality.

6.4 Specular Reflections

(a) Ray trace (b) Environment map

(c) Offset surface light field withB~n, N = 4.

Figure 6.3: Full surface reconstruction with added specular reflection rendered using
three methods.

Qualitatively, OSLF approaches produce more accurate mirror reflections than the
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environment map approach. Near-field objects, such as the teapot, look more distant

when using environment mapped reflections. In OSLF approaches, the teacups appear

in the same areas as the ray traced reflections. When using theB~r blending function,

the shapes of the teacups are very accurate compared with the slightly enlarged teacups

when usingB~n. Also, while theB~n renderings exhibit more blurriness than theB~r’s, the

latter blending function makes the structure of the sample maps more visible (e.g. in the

knob’s reflection and table texture). The distortion of the table texture near the bottom of

the teapot in the environment map rendering is also reduced in the OSLF renderings.

Similar comments can be made about far-field objects such as the gazebo structure

and roof beams. One obvious flaw in the environment map rendering is the roof beam

distortion near the knob. The OSLF renderings reproduces this reflection accurately.

Teapot self-reflection is notably absent in the environment map rendering whereas

they appear accurately in the OSLF renderings. Reflections of the teapot spout, handle,

knob, and teapot shadow appear in the same general area as in the ray traced rendering.

Note that the reflection of the handle and knob appear on the teapot body as shadowed

areas, because these areas were in shadow when the scene was acquired. Only one level

of self-reflection is possible in a single pass with OSLFs, whereas a ray traced rendering

can have many levels. Furthermore, the reflections are not as sharp as the ray traced coun-

terpart. This is to be expected because of the blending functions used and also because

OSLFs sample from preacquired, fixed-resolution cube maps. Increasing the resolution

of the cube maps helps to reduce blurriness. I have observed, however, that OSLFs match

environment maps in terms of resolving texture detail for the same resolution cube maps.

Table6.2compares the quantitative specular reflection quality between environment
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Method Root Mean-Squared Error
L* a* b* R G B

EnvMap128 0.198457 0.267233 0.301128 0.074420 0.039586 0.036783
EnvMap256 0.204308 0.268992 0.301899 0.074699 0.041149 0.037367

Distance128 0.136457 0.248841 0.294089 0.072282 0.023559 0.031592
Distance256 0.123106 0.245717 0.292770 0.071869 0.019287 0.030598
Angle128 0.138536 0.249629 0.294369 0.072318 0.024135 0.031722
Angle256 0.125873 0.246529 0.293082 0.071922 0.020223 0.030760

Bavg
128 0.137826 0.249274 0.294176 0.072320 0.023969 0.031726

Bavg
256 0.124964 0.246195 0.292920 0.071915 0.019981 0.030739

B~r
128, N = 1 0.137538 0.249262 0.294211 0.072296 0.023922 0.031665

B~r
128, N = 4 0.137685 0.249351 0.294255 0.072292 0.023942 0.031650

B~r
256, N = 4 0.125065 0.246274 0.292982 0.071902 0.020026 0.030705

B~r
128, N = 8 0.137939 0.249434 0.294283 0.072295 0.023991 0.031662

B~r
128, N = 16 0.138215 0.249515 0.294307 0.072301 0.024058 0.031681

B~n
128, N = 1 0.137068 0.248988 0.294078 0.072287 0.023745 0.031642

B~n
128, N = 4 0.136870 0.248949 0.294102 0.072283 0.023725 0.031616

B~n
256, N = 4 0.124759 0.246009 0.292878 0.071914 0.019957 0.030716

B~n
128, N = 8 0.136788 0.248932 0.294104 0.072283 0.023730 0.031609

B~n
128, N = 16 0.136858 0.248949 0.294114 0.072286 0.023778 0.031617

Table 6.2: Comparison of OSLF mirror reflections to a ray traced result using RMSE.

map and various OSLF blending functions with ray trace methods; the subscripts indicate

the resolution of cube maps used, “EnvMap” represents reflections generated using en-

vironment mapping, “Distance” represents reflections generated using the closest point

in Euclidean space, and “Angle” represents reflections generated using the closest point

in angular space. The bold numbers indicate the lowest RMSE in each channel, for

128×128 and 256×256 sized cube maps. In all cases, OSLF methods produce more ac-

curate reflections than environment mapping. While the RMSE metric indicates that the

closest point method produces the most accurate reflections, the discontinuities across

sample map texel boundaries do not make its images visually pleasing—this is a defect
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of the RMSE measure. While other techniques also produce results which are quanti-

tatively close to the lowest RMSE, theB~n blending function withN = 4 produces the

most visually smooth result. Finally, while OSLF methods become more accurate as

cube map resolution is increased, environment mapping actually becomes less accurate:

this is because the blurriness in the lower resolution environment map hide many errors

which appear at a higher resolution.

6.5 Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Functions

Due to time constraints, I did not implement a ray tracing, Monte Carlo evaluation of

local illumination for the Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF model in aRenderManshader.

Therefore, a ray traced result is not available for comparison. However, when this BRDF

is convolved with the lighting environment, a lower frequency result is usually produced

(Figure6.4). Therefore, accuracy is not as much a factor in this case compared to mirror

reflections. Since the mirror reflection results show OSLFs are more accurate than envi-

ronment maps but slightly less accurate than the ray traced result, this comparison will

also hold when evaluating local illumination with a BRDF.

In evaluating local illumination at a point (Equation2.1), radiance is sampled from

directions over the hemisphere and then convolved with the BRDF. Specular reflection

results show OSLFs can sample radiance in the reflection direction more accurately than

the environment map approach (and almost as accurately as a ray tracer). This implies it

can also sample radiance in any direction over the hemisphere more accurately than the

environment map approach (and almost as accurate as a ray tracer). Therefore, I expect

local lighting evaluation using OSLFs to be more accurate than environment map based
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(a) nu = 10, nv = 10 (b) nu = 100, nv = 100

(c) nu = 1000, nv = 1000

Figure 6.4: Full surface reconstruction with added Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF.

approaches but slightly less accurate than ray tracing approaches. We can very roughly

validate my lighting computation by comparing Figure5.1 to the metallic spheres in

Ashikhmin and Shirley [8], which were generated with Monte Carlo-based ray tracing.

Examining both set of images show the surface reflectance properties of the teapot is

similar to the metallic spheres.

Finally, OSLFs also incorporate object self-shadowing due to local illumination eval-

uation. These shadows come naturally because evaluating the rendering equation at
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points on the surface takes this factor into account automatically. This self-shadowing ef-

fect is distinct from the preacquired shadows reproduced by surface reconstruction (Fig-

ure 6.1(a)) and the effect can seen more clearly by examining the specular term of the

BRDF: Figure5.1 reveals shadows of the teapot’s handle and knob on its body. These

shadows, which are really due to one level of radiance transfer at these areas, cannot

be generated by prefiltered environment map based approaches unless specific provi-

sions are made to encode the radiance transfer function [59, 109]. Furthermore, since

prefiltered environment map based approaches are only valid for the chosen centre of

projection, concave objects such as the teapot will display obvious lighting inaccuracy in

their concavities. OSLFs do not suffer from this flaw because local lighting is computed

based on the position in space of the surface point being shaded.

6.6 Texture Cache

This section presents statistics for the texture cache. All images were rendered on a dual

Intel Xeon2 GHz processor, with 2 GBs of shared main memory, an Adaptec AIC7899

Ultra160 SCSI adapter, and a QuantumAtlasWLS 10K3 10,000 RPM 36 GBs Ultra160

SCSI drive.BMRT, however, is a single threaded renderer. Timings are in hh:mm:ss for-

mat which indicate actual processor time used and were obtained usingBMRT’s statistics

output option.

Table6.3 shows the statistics for the sample map cache. These timings only reflect

the time spent indexing into the sample maps and does not take in account the rest of the

shading process. These results show that sample map indexing is not a bottleneck, even

though the maps are stored on hard disk.
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Cache Size Time Miss Rate
2 00:00:28 71.80%
4 00:00:28 59.41%
8 00:00:27 44.03%
16 00:00:27 31.65%
32 00:00:27 22.20%
64 00:00:27 15.60%

Table 6.3: Sample map cache statistics.

Cache Size Time Miss Rate
0 00:07:26 100.00%
2 00:01:51 24.92%
4 00:01:30 18.67%
6 00:01:22 16.43%
8 00:01:19 15.51%
16 00:01:14 13.99%
32 00:01:11 13.15%

Table 6.4: Cube map cache statistics for surface reconstruction.

Table6.4 shows the statistics for surface reconstruction using the read on demand

strategy. As expected, the rendering times decrease as the size of the cache increases.

Even with a two item cache, the cube map cache provides an impressive improvement

in the rendering times. However, these results show that there is not much benefit going

beyond a 16 item cache as the rendering times start to level out.

Cache Size Time Miss Rate
0 00:27:19 100.00%
4 00:04:04 16.71%
8 00:02:13 8.32%
16 00:01:34 5.19%
32 00:01:19 4.08%

Table 6.5: Cube map cache statistics for specular reflections.

Table6.5shows the statistics for specular reflection using the read on demand strat-
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egy. OnlyLspecular is computed in this case. The effects of increasing the cache size

are seen more dramatically here because generating reflections involves many more cube

map accesses compared to reconstructing the object’s surface. Again, there is not much

improvement going from a 16 item cache to a 32 item cache.

M nu nv Cache Size Time Miss Rate
100 10 10 0 07:36:10 100.00%

8 00:07:27 0.95%
16 00:04:45 0.46%
32 00:04:00 0.32%

100 100 100 0 08:58:10 100.00%
8 00:04:03 0.30%
16 00:03:30 0.21%
32 00:03:21 0.17%

100 1000 1000 0 09:18:11 100.00%
8 00:03:21 0.20%
16 00:03:08 0.16%
32 00:03:05 0.14%

Table 6.6: Cube map cache statistics for Ashikhmin and Shirley’s BRDF model.

Table6.6shows the statistics for evaluating the Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF model

for the teapot surface using the read on demand strategy. Again, onlyLspecular is com-

puted. A huge improvement in rendering time is obtained when using a cache size of

eight items compared to not using a cache. However, the improvements in rendering

time when increasing the cache size beyond eight items are not as dramatic. These re-

sults also show that a 16 item cache seems to be sufficient for this scene.

Finally, Table6.7compares the various image reading strategies. The read full image

strategy performs the best. Since most graphics APIs, such asOpenGL[103] andDirectX

[82], manage textures on an image level (although individual driver implementations

may do something different), these texture cache statistics should be similar when the
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Image Reading StrategyCache Size Time Miss Rate
Read on demand 0 09:19:59 100.00%

8 00:05:19 0.59%
16 00:04:26 0.35%
32 00:04:08 0.29%

Read half threshold 32 00:03:00 0.14%
Read full image 32 00:02:45 0.05%

Table 6.7: Cube map cache statistics for various image reading strategies.

algorithm is migrated to a hardware-accelerated platform.

6.7 Summary

Offset surface light fields can reproduce the original surface’s diffuse material accurately

if the free space precondition is met. In addition, reflections generated with OSLFs

are more accurate than the environment map approach but less accurate than ray trac-

ing. However, OSLFs still have some disturbing visual discontinuities even though their

measured error is lower. OSLFs can model one level of radiance transfer (e.g. object self-

reflection) in a single pass, which is generally missing in environment map approaches.

However, ray tracing approaches do better by allowing multi-level self-reflection. For

OSLFs, the choice between which blending function to use is a choice between trading

off reflection accuracy against visual smoothness. OSLFs can also evaluate local illumi-

nation efficiently by using the cube maps as an illumination cache. Furthermore, direct

object self-shadowing can be reproduced accurately if the shadows were preacquired.

Indirect object self-shadowing, due to local illumination, is generated for free because

evaluating the rendering equation already takes this effect into account. These effects

are not possible with environment map based approaches. Although there was insuf-
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ficient time to implement a ray tracing, Monte Carlo evaluator for the Ashikhmin and

Shirley BRDF model in theRenderManshading language, the reasoning in Section6.5

can convince us that this method will be more accurate than single point of projection

approaches. The statistics in Section6.6further show that this approach is texture cache

friendly. Lastly, the downsides of OSLFs compared to ray tracing are counterbalanced by

the fact that OSLFs can be used for real-time rendering whereas ray tracing approaches

currently cannot. Real-time rendering of OSLFs are, however, constrained by memory

usage.
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Hardware Implementation

“All processors aspire to be general-purpose”,Tim van Hook.

This chapter sketches a hardware-accelerated implementation for offset surface light

fields. At the time of this writing, the NVIDIAGeForce FXseems to be a promising can-

didate as an implementation platform. However, cards based on this GPU are only slated

for launch next year. My algorithm targets a GPU with more general programming fea-

tures than those available today. The trend in GPU design is to move from fixed-function

graphics pipelines, with feature-based interfaces, to those with limited programmability

and assembly-language like interfaces. Upcoming graphics hardware will push this trend

even further to more general purpose architectures, with higher precision, a convergence

of vertex and fragment pipelines [5], along with high-level programming interfaces.

I implemented my software shader usingRenderMan’s shading language API version

3.1 and C++, and tested it usingBMRT. Note that the shader is fully implementable using

the 3.2 version API. However, sinceBMRTdoes not support this version (specifically the

array data type), I had to revert to writing portions of code usingRenderMan’s C/C++

75
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DSO framework. As Proudfoot et al. have already demonstrated a partial implementa-

tion of theRenderManshading language on current GPUs [94], I expect future GPU

and compiler advancements will be able to compile my shader to a hardware-accelerated

platform. Current high-level shading languages such as ATI’sRenderMonkey[20], Mi-

crosoft’sDirectX 9 HLSL(High-Level Shading Language) [83], NVIDIA’s Cg [91], and

OpenGL2.0’s shading language [1], already show some of this progress.

Curves &
Surfaces

Vertex
Processing

Rasterization Fragment
Processing

Buffer
Compositing

Frame
Buffer

Figure 7.1: General architecture for GPU rendering pipelines.

The general architecture for GPUs today is shown in Figure7.1 [80]. High-level

surface descriptions are converted into triangles which can then be modified by per-vertex

operations. Next, the triangles are rasterized and passed on to the fragment processor

where texture operations and per-pixel shading is performed. Finally, the results are

combined in the compositing stage and written to the frame buffer for display.

OSLFs should be easy to implement on a capable hardware-accelerated platform be-

cause of its simple parameterization. My implementation does most of its work in the

fragment processing stage, at the pixel level. The Bézier patches passed into the render-

ing pipeline are tessellated (e.g. with theGL NV evaluators OpenGLextension) and

rasterized. At the fragment processing stage, a texture shader looks up the four 16-bit

indices in the sample map corresponding to the patch being shaded. These indices are in

turn used to look up the four cube maps which store the light field at the corresponding

OSLF sample points. This step is referred to as dependent texturing because the results

of one texture map are used to index into another texture map. Note that these steps can
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be compressed into one three-dimensional dependent texture look up but with a slightly

more complex implementation. To reconstruct the surface, the cube maps are indexed

in the direction of the surface point. To construct a mirror reflection, the cube maps

are indexed in the reflection direction. The results are then combined using blending

basis functions and accumulated with the results of the reconstruction stage. To apply

a BRDF, a loop construct is needed which generates random vectors to evaluate the lo-

cal illumination using Monte Carlo integration about the sample points. The results are

then combined using the blending basis functions and accumulated with the results of

the reconstruction stage.

There are many complications in implementing this algorithm on current hardware.

First, sample maps are stored in 16-bit integer format and cube maps in 32-bit floating-

point format so the rendering pipeline must be able to handle and perform arithmetic

operations with this level of precision throughout the pipeline. To my knowledge, only

the upcoming NVIDIAGeForce FXhas this capability. Second, a more general instruc-

tion set is needed at the fragment processing stage. At this stage, the sample map look

up returns 16-bit indices which are used to look up into a 32-bit cube map. Current hard-

ware and theGeForce FX, however, cannot index into arrays of textures but this can be

partially remedied by storing the acquired environment maps, as dual parabolic maps,

into a large texture. Then, indexing into the array of cube maps would be replaced by

indexing into a sub-square of a square texture. To perform the environment map look

up, the texture shader needs the shaded point’s coordinates and the stored coordinates

of the OSLF sample points corresponding to the cube maps. The shaded point’s coor-

dinates are usually obtained by interpolating between the triangle’s three vertices which
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are generated at tessellation time. The OSLF sample point coordinates can be obtained

using another dependent texture look up to a texture which stores XYZ point coordinates

in RGB channels. Next, a point subtraction is performed and the resulting vector used to

bilinearly interpolate into the cube maps. However, to perform the horizon angle check

described in Section6.3, a dot product of the shaded point’s normal (obtained by an in-

terpolation step similar to the shaded point’s coordinates) and the index vector must be

computed. The result of this dot product can be stored in a four component vector or in

temporary GPU registers. Then the fragment program needs to check each component

of the vector to see if it satisfies the angle of tolerance criteria—returning a one if it does

and a zero otherwise into another four component vector. The program then scans this

vector to find the closest sample point which satisfies the angle of tolerance and uses it to

reconstruct the surface. The use of SIMD instruction sets [68] accelerate the calculations

at this stage. Similar operations are needed for generating specular reflections. Further-

more, the fragment program needs to calculate the basis functions for each sample point

and blend the results of the cube map look up. The specular reflection results are then

combined with the surface reconstruction results using presently available combiners

(e.g. theGL NV register combiners* extensions). For BRDF and local lighting

evaluation, a general loop construct is needed to accumulate the results of Monte Carlo

integration. Support for mathematical functions, such asarctan() andarccos(), are also

needed to evaluate the Ashikhmin and Shirley BRDF. For current hardware, however,

a popular approach to calculate these functions is to approximate them with a texture

look up into a precomputed look up table. Although a pseudo-random number generator

can be implemented in a fragment program with appropriate operations, a more likely
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approach is to store a precomputed set of random numbers in a texture map and use that

instead.

Unfortunately, current pixel shader extensions, such as theGL NV texture sha-

der* extensions, do not have the capability (and instruction sets) to perform the opera-

tions described above. However, I am confident that OSLFs will be implementable in fu-

ture GPU designs as more general purpose instruction sets appear. This will probably be

true as functionality from vertex and fragment pipelines are combined, as GPUs evolve

towards more generality. One issue that might affect the performance of the hardware-

accelerated algorithm is the cost of transferring textures down the AGP bus to texture

memory. However, architectures which incorporate a virtual memory system, such as

the 3DlabsWildcat VP[2], will address this performance issue as it can make more ef-

ficient use of memory and reduce texture swapping. Because of its relatively simple

implementation and potential for SIMD hardware-acceleration, OSLFs should be able to

render at real-time frame rates.
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Conclusion

In this thesis I have presented a new parameterization of the lighting surrounding an ob-

ject. This offset surface light field representation allows for an accurate reconstruction of

the original object’s diffuse surface light field. Furthermore, additional reflections can be

incorporated into the surface’s material with increased accuracy over traditional reflec-

tion mapping approaches. Local illumination for points on the surface can be evaluated

efficiently using the OSLFs as an illumination cache and, if further desired, a completely

new bidirectional reflectance distribution function can be imposed onto the surface. The

simplicity of the algorithm and its texture cache friendliness lends itself to a real-time,

hardware-accelerated implementation. Such an implementation was sketched out for fu-

ture general-purpose graphics processors.

This new technique can be potentially used for visualizing various data sets in the

areas such as architecture, automotive design, industrial design, three-dimensional pho-

tography, museum display, motion picture production, and game design. Although not

as accurate as ray tracing approaches, a high-performance hardware-accelerated imple-

80
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mentation will allow real-time display rates and interactive manipulation not achievable

using traditional software based methods, although the approach presented is limited to

fixed illumination. Finally, the image-based roots of this approach allow it to accurately

portray effects from the physical world, which can be difficult to do using current algo-

rithms.

8.1 Future Work

OSLFs are based on work from reflection mapping and image-based rendering. Fu-

ture research topics to pursue include applying various refinements from those areas to

this parameterization and extending the class of renderings possible within the OSLF

paradigm.

8.1.1 Refining OSLFs

Basis Functions

I have presented basis functions which trade off smoothness for accuracy and vice versa.

Perhaps a blend of these two basis functions or a completely new basis function would

produce more accurate and visually smoother results.

Sensitivity Analysis

Besides sample map resolution, cube map resolution, and surface sampling density, the

accuracy of surface reconstruction and reflection sampling is sensitive to the distance

of OSLF sample points from the surface,ε, and the angles of tolerance,φshader and
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φsamplemap. Perhaps further analysis of these parameters will yield a basis function which

incorporates them to produce a better blending function.

Sampling Issues and Real World Data

Currently, sampling density is based on the simple criteria of finding enough samples to

fill the sample map givenφsamplemap. This does not necessarily ensure that the sample

points chosen are the best possible representations for the texel considered. An analysis

of surface curvature could potentially produce a better sampling pattern than the current

one. Moreover, OSLFs should be tested with data sets acquired from the physical world.

This would involve creating a rig which can record position accurately, within a small

tolerance, attached with a small rotating camera to acquire environment maps—the tiny

spy cameras come to mind. Gonioradiometers can also be adapted for acquiring physical

data.

Surface Reconstruction

I have presented an algorithm to reconstruct surfaces which is only valid for objects with

a diffuse texture. However, since the OSLF implicitly stores the object’s SLF for a fixed

number of outgoing vectors, we can roughly reconstruct a specular object’s reflectance

properties by adapting Cabral et al.’s [18] method or by applying a blending function

which favours the viewing direction,~v. In this case, data acquisition will involve render-

ing the object’s surface with the same BRDF to be used in the final real-time rendering,

and with reflections as required. However, it is to be determined how well these methods

will work.
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Compression and Storage

Light fields and SLFs have been shown to be readily compressible into forms which al-

low random access [24, 25, 84, 125]. OSLFs contain similar data redundancy and should

be compressible using previously known methods. Since OSLFs contain less data than

SLFs, the resulting data set should be smaller than an equivalent SLF data set. Fur-

thermore, representations other than cube maps can be used to store the OSLFs. For

example, it might be worthwhile to try storing the OSLFs in spherical harmonic form

as in Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan’s spherical harmonic reflection maps (SHRMs) [98].

This would allow more efficient evaluation of local illumination in the frequency do-

main. However, using their SHRMs naı̈vely would result in an explosion of storage

requirements, as they store nine spherical harmonic coefficients per cube map texel. Fur-

thermore, their SHRMs are only valid for prefiltering with isotropic BRDFs. Increasing

the order of SHRMs to handle high-frequency lighting is probably not a good idea as the

number of basis functions increases rapidly.

8.1.2 Extending OSLFs

Bump Mapping

Bump mapping is a technique to simulate surface detail without increasing the number

of triangles rendered. It relies on normals stored in a texture map to define bumps on

the surface. A small modification to the lighting calculation simulates the appearance

of bumps. Since all the information required for this calculation is available at shader

runtime, this technique can also be applied within the OSLF framework.
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Multiple Levels of Reflection

As mentioned before, the specular reflection generation algorithm can be applied recur-

sively to produce multiple levels of reflection. Specifically, we can reacquire cube maps

at the OSLF sample points after the initial reflection is calculated. By using these new

cube maps to perform another specular reflection calculation, we obtain an additional

level of reflection.

BRDFs and Interactive Materials

Various BRDFs can be used when evaluating local illumination at runtime. However,

if the GPU does not have the capabilities to evaluate complicated BRDFs, then another

approach is to preintegrate the cube maps with the BRDF (as discussed in Section2.1.2)

and then sample from these prefiltered cube maps. This would produce smoother results,

making the sample map structure less visible. The general idea of this approach is similar

to Cabral et al.’s algorithm [18] except our evaluation process is much simpler.

If the BRDF can be evaluated at runtime, we have the option of completely replacing

the surface material and letting users edit its parameters interactively. This is possible by

either ignoring the acquired SLF or by acquiring an object with a purely diffuse material

and incorporating a specular BRDF on top of it. Another possibility is to acquire the

object with a modified blue-screen technique which displays one colour where the object

is completely illuminated and another where the object is in shadow (a special shader

can accomplish this for virtual data sets). Evaluating local illumination at runtime then

allows for interactive manipulation of the surface material.
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Object Replacement

Instead of changing the surface material, we can completely replace the object. To do

this, we densely sample the space which the object is to reside in. Then preprocessing

will create sample maps for a number of objects using only relevant sample points. Ren-

dering different objects just involves switching between the different object geometries

and sample maps. This technique, however, cannot produce self-reflection and self-

shadowing effects unless special provisions are made to handle them. However, reflec-

tions and local illumination evaluation will remain reasonably accurate. This idea is

related to Greger et al.’s irradiance volumes [44].

Relighting

We can perform simple manipulation of the lighting environment by rotating the cube

maps before indexing. This can be done by changing the associated texture matrix at

runtime. To get around the fixed illumination assumption, it is possible to add additional

light sources to illuminate the object in real-time, as this data is readily available at

shader runtime and already hardware accelerated. This is almost the same approach used

by Neto and Bishop’s software implementation [29]. One problem with doing this is that

the added lights do not affect the environment in the preacquired cube maps. However,

this problem is about reproducing a second-order effect. All first-order effects will be

captured correctly.
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Thin Lens Refractions

Refractions can be simulated with OSLFs. Instead of indexing in the reflection direction,

we simply index in the refraction direction. Refractions generated this way, however, are

technically only valid for thin surfaces where the thin lens approximation holds [15] and

where there are no internal reflections.
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